
Hot Water     automatic Water Heater SNu Hot

Piping Hot Water.  
Just when you need it.

 › PiPiNg Hot, cold or Warm Water direct from your taP
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Your local trade partner

 STIEBEL ELTRON UK LTD | Unit 12 Stadium Court | Bromborough | CH62 3RP
Telephone : 0151 346 2300 | e-mail sales@stiebel-eltron.co.uk | www.stiebel-eltron.co.uk

lots to offer.

With a storage volume of 5 litres the new SNu Hot always provides plenty of hot water 

on demand. the system can also be appropriate for the commercial sector as smaller 

offices, surgeries or shops can also benefit from having an instant supply of piping 

hot water for the preparation of tea and coffee.



Using only one tap | Delivering almost 100oC hot, cold or warm water 
direct from your tap at any time. The unique design of the tap ensures 
the quick and easy preparation of hot drinks directly from the tap. This 
is a huge benefit for a busy individual in a domestic kitchen or office.

The SNU HOT system is something very special. Because only the 
tap fitting is visible, this offers an absolutely practical and space-
saving solution as there is no need for kettles or water boilers to take 
up much needed space on the work surface, leaving it clutter free.

Welcome to the comfort zone.

a watched kettle never boils! Waiting for water to boil can be time consuming. the new 

SNu Hot-System from StieBel eltroN confines waiting times to a thing of the past as 

piping hot water is available instantaneously on demand.

Why use the SNu Hot-System

 › fast preparation for hot drinks

 › Piping hot water for pasta, rice and ready 

soups

 › Preparing vegetables  

 › disinfecting babies bottles and 

pacifiers

 › cleaning of greasy pots and pans

 › cleaning of chopping boards and knives

instant Hot water
cool technology – hot enjoyment.

Not only is the SNu Hot-System good looking but it is cleverly designed to be highly 

efficient and extremely safe.

SNU HOT

Benefits for the home / office

 › instant piping hot water without the wait

 › Space-saving under sink installation

 › child lock safety feature

 › tap is cool to the touch

 › No splashing or escaping of steam

 › No escaping of steam

A push and turn safety mechanism 
ensures child safety.

A highly insulated tube for piping 
hot water delivery, ensures that 
the body of the tap remains cool to 
the touch.

Safe to handle | The tap contains a highly insulated tube for piping 
hot water delivery, this ensures that the body of the tap remains cool 
to the touch. A simple and secure safety mechanism on the left hand 
side of the tap delivers piping hot water instantaneously, while the 
right hand side of the tap operates as a mixer of hot and cold water.

SNU HOT 3in1 without filter

SNU HOT 3in1

With filter FKC Starter-Kit

*Replacement filter cartridge (3 pieces.) Sold separately, order No. 233230

Space saving technology with sophisticated design | The space-
saving combination consists of the 3in1 tap and the 5 litre undersink 
SNU HOT water heater. The compact design allows for installation 
under almost any sink.
 
The small non-pressurized system allows for rapid installation 
without the need for bulky expansion vessels and safety kits.
 
For trouble-free operation, we always recommend the use of a 
STIEBEL ELTRON inline water filter. This ensure that the taste, smell 
and look of the water remains first class. The use of the filter is 
recommended  for a water hardness range of  2 (>8.4o dH, 
or >1.5 mmol / l).

SNU HOT
 › For use with special 3in1 tap
 › Easy installation
 › Plug and play technology
 › Highly effective thermal insulation with low heat losses 

HOT 3in1 cr tap
 › 3in1-tap for piping hot, cold or warm water
 › Only one hole needed in the sink
 › Easy mounting on bracket provided

Model SNU HOT + HOT 3in1 cr

  232421

Rated voltage V 230

Rated power kW 2

Rated current A 8,7

Fuse A 10

Phase  1/N/PE

Frequency Hz 50/60

Nominal capacity l 5

Temperature setting °C between 65-97

Max. hot water flow rate l/min 2,1

Installation  with special required HOT 3in1cr tap

Inner container material  Plastic

Height / width / depth mm 421/263/230

Weight kg 3

Protection (IP)  IP24

Storage type  Open Vented

Model Water Softener FKC Filter Starter Kit Basic* FKC Filter Starter Kit Comfort*

  233231 233232

Flow measuring device   •


